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Game Over
When the weight of the world population (a power of 80% or greater) moves counter
to its true north position on the CHD Moral Compass – Spirituality – it will collapse on
itself.
We human beings have exceeded that critical value as measured by “The Performance
Appraisal Indicator (PAI) – Your Blueprint for Personal, Professional and Spiritual
Empowerment ‘PLAY’ Book.”
This collapse has already begun to take place as evident by civil unrest throughout our
world marked by disaster after disaster. The response that is often given to these
disasters that are now reaching the cataclysmic level is, “we did not see it coming.”
Obviously, we have lost our spiritual acuity and have become mind blind to the
powerful influence of the infamous streets. We have turned a blind eye to the
indiscretions of our world and the spiritual laws that guide spiritual behavior to the
hoopla of social and societal flaws all under the auspice of love.
Well, God is Love and I am certain that God is not okay with that word being used to
make concessions regarding His signature design (human beings) expressed as
“opposites of equal proportions of power that bilaterally manifest a third power of
one.”
We are all one with God because we were made in His image. Case in point – we are all
a third power of one, a product of two, which in turn created you. This design is as
simple as 1,2,3, and it stands as the heart of God’s Love – His children. We don’t mess
with God’s children and that is exactly what we adults are doing.
The world has seen better days and they are not getting any better. We are now on the
verge of destruction and imminent annihilation. Since disaster is the one variable that
tends to get our attention and ultimately bring us all together, I do not foresee any
recovery when this game is over.
This is not my call. This is a calling from a “Higher Source” and He is way above my
PLAY grade.
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